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TMO SOLUTION

VOGO implements VOKKERO audio systems and VOGOSPORT video replay 
solutions  to equip pitch referees, TMO & medical teams. 

VOGO sets up a fully equipped TMO station in a dedicated room or in the media tribune.  Through VOGOSPORT video replay 
solution, the TMO has access to all camera footages and can review the actions for video refereeing. 

Through VOKKERO ELITE system, he communicates with the main refereee on the pitch. 

VOGO can broadcast TMO footage on the stadium screen or set up a dedicated tablet on pitch-side for the main referee 
to review them. 

HIA SOLUTION
VOGO provides a VOGOSPORT tablet to the match doctor on pitch-side, to access all camera footages and help assess 
head injuries. In addition, VOGO sets up a touchscreen in the HIA room to be used for HIA 1 and 2. 

The doctor can tag relevant actions, then tags are shared between boths screens. 

In case of match and video doctors, they can communicate through VOKKERO STAFF audio com system.F devices. 

World leader in audio 
communication systems for 
referees and medical teams

Ergonomic and intuit ive video 
l ive & replay solution for refereeing & 
medical teams
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AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS 

The VOKKERO ELITE radiocommunication system designed for professional refereeing is 
recognized for its excellence by the sport’s leading players. 

The full-duplex intercom combines high-quality with great simplicity. Intuitive an ergonomic, 
it’s easy to deploy and use. Its noise filter can be configured according to the atmophere in 
the stadium, enabling clear refereeing even in very noisy football or rugby matches. 

OUR REFERENCES

VOKKERO STAFF & VOKKERO ELITE 

Video decision support tool for concussion 
protocol (HIA)

Over 3000 matches  covered with our HIA 
solution

Dedicated cloud to store all video feeds 
for medical follow-up

Ongoing research to integrate AI dimension  
and facilitates concussion diagnosis

Cost-effective solutions

Integrated,  turn-key  v ideo & audio TMO 
solutions,  based on proprietary patented 
technologies

User-friendly, intuitive features 
dedicated to medical staff and TMO

VOGO, YOUR PREFERED PARTNER FOR HIA & TMO SOLUTIONS


